
(This means you can look smart in front of your 25+ year lifetime of the system. 

system in just 8 years, giving them an ROI of 20 percent or more for the remaining 

traditional stocks and bonds. Plus, many Americans choose to pay off their solar 

Solar panels are one of the best ways to invest. When you look at the return, solar rivals 

investor friends.) 

MAKE A GREAT INVESTMENT 4. 
annually. A typical commercial solar panel system eliminates even more. Each building matters.

panel system will eliminate three to four tons of carbon emissions each year — the equivalent of planting over 100 trees 

carbon emissions in the U.S.? This means you can each make a big difference by choosing solar. A typical residential solar 

Reduce your carbon footprint and demand on fossil fuels. Did you know that buildings are responsible for 38 percent of all 

PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT 3. 
incomes. 

electricity increases in the future. Going solar lets you forecast and manage expenses, especially important with fixed 

increase in energy costs from PG&E. A solar energy system now, fixes electricity rates, insulating against unpredictable 

prices have gone up by an average of three percent annually. In March 2017, some customers experienced a significant 

Solar panels give a home or business owner the ability to hedge utility prices. In the past twelve years, residential electricity 

CAP RISING ENERGY COSTS 2. 
money saved consistently, each day. 

generates free power for its entire 25+ year lifecycle. Solar energy reduces utility bills. No fancy language or claims, just 

Electricity costs are a significant part of your monthly expenses, for both home and business. A solar panel system 

REDUCE ELECTRIC BILLS1. 

Whether you are concerned about the environment or watching your monthly utility bill increases in your 
home or business this year, 2021 is not too late to go solar and earn the federal tax credit benefit, or 
investment tax credit (ITC) benefit of 26 percent. By 2023 Owners of new residential and commercial 
solar can deduct 22 percent of the cost of the system from their taxes, so get your tax saving credit now 
and make your home of the future. Here are our TOP 8 reasons to go solar.

8 REASONS TO GO SOLAR IN 2021
THINKING ABOUT SOLAR?



530-272-8272
ThatsByers.com/solar

through our Byers Family referral program. 
Learn how you can earn and save $500 
Already a Byers Client? 

businesses, such as food service, manufacturing, hotels and countless others is remarkable. 

and higher levels of morale. Plus, the return on investment on green energy for many intensive energy consuming 

that care about their community and environment tend to have lower turnover rates, more engaged employees 

responsible social values. Employees appreciate employers’ commitment to operating responsibility. Companies 

Corporate responsibility is strongly indicated by going solar and is significant in communicating sustainability and 

SUSTAINABILITY & EMPLOYEE MORALE 8. 
localized energy systems. 

markets. The energy grid for the United States becomes more resilient when diversified and supported by stronger, 

capacity to generate electricity from the sun, we insulate our country from price fluctuations in global energy 

The United States can most readily achieve energy independence by utilizing the sun. When we improve our 

ENHANCE U.S. ENERGY INDEPENDENCE 7. 

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, solar photovoltaic installer jobs are seeing immense growth in 

availability and sustainability. As of 2020, there were over 11,000 open positions for this very role available, and the 

growth rate is steady at 52%, which is much faster than the national average growth rate for careers. Solar-related 

jobs tend to be higher paying and cannot be outsourced. They are a significant contributor to local economies, 

building a healthy middle class and stronger communities. 

GROW OUR LOCAL ECONOMY 6. 
for homes with solar, especially those with solar which are not encumbered by a solar power purchase agreement. 

non-solar homes. Solar installations are part of a home’s appraised value and realtors are seeing increased demand 

Homes equipped with solar energy systems consistently show higher property values and sell more quickly than 

INCREASE PROPERTY VALUE 5. 


